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AbstractIn this document we introduce a software package BinClass for the clas-si�cation of binary vectors and analysis of the classi�cation results. Firstwe will give brief introduction to the mathematical foundations and theoryof clustering, cumulative classi�cation and mixture classi�cation. We alsointroduce methods for analysis of the classi�cations including trees (dendro-grams), comparison of the classi�cations and bootstrapping. A few pseudo-algorithms are presented. These methods are included in the software pack-age. The third and fourth chapters are the user's guide to the actual softwarepackage. Finally a short sample session is presented to give insight into howthe software actually works and to illustrate the function of some of the manyparameters. Apart from being a user's guide to the software package, thisdocument can be seen as a review and tutorial to classi�cation methodologyof binary data. This is due to extensive research done on the subject at ourdepartment.Keywords: classi�cation, binary data, software, stochastic complexity
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1 IntroductionIn this document we introduce a software package for the classi�cation ofbinary vectors and analysis of the classi�cation results. During recent yearswe have studied various aspects of classi�cation methodology at the depart-ment of applied mathematics of the University of Turku. Thus, the softwarepackage at hand has grown large. Essential tools in this work have beendi�erent kinds of classi�cation or clustering algorithms and algorithms toanalyze and collect the essential information of the classi�cation results. Weinclude a particularly large reference list to review the historical and recentstudies.First we will give a brief introduction to the mathematical foundationsand theory of clustering, cumulative classi�cation and mixture classi�cation.We also introduce methods for analysis of the classi�cations including trees(dendrograms), comparison of the classi�cations and bootstrapping. A fewpseudo-algorithms are presented. We discuss implementation details andalternatives which are included in BinClass and can be chosen by the userto compare their behavior in the real world.The third and fourth chapters are the user's guide to the actual softwarepackage. BinClass is a powerful toolkit for the classi�cation of binary vectorsand numerical taxonomy. Its design is modular. Each module is an inde-pendent tool and performs a particular task. Common tasks of numericaltaxonomy include: classi�cation (clustering data), identi�cation (cumulativeclassi�cation), analysis and comparison of the classi�cation results.Most of the tasks are heavily memory and CPU consuming, and thusBinClass is meant to run mainly on high-end UNIX, Linux and Win32 (Win-dows NT) based workstations. Due to the command line interface and ANSIC compliance, BinClass compiles easily on most of the platforms available.Finally, a short sample session is presented to give insight into how thesoftware actually works and to illustrate the function of some of the manyparameters.
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2 Theory2.1 ClusteringThe main focus of BinClass is on classifying (clustering) data consisting ofbinary vectors. By clustering we mean division of the set of vectors to aset of disjoint subsets (clusters, classes) in a such way that the cost of theclassi�cation is minimal. There are many methods available and some ofthem are implemented in BinClass.The clustering problem is an important �eld of research in computer sci-ence. Classi�cation of data is a fundamental tool in pattern recognition andvector quantization, which are applications of image processing and com-puter vision [17]. Classi�cation is also important in neural and self learningsystems [31]. Their applications vary widely from business to medicine. Ourresearch group has been interested in the problem in the taxonomic sense,especially bacterial taxonomy [15]. The ability to classify things is undoubtlyone of the key features of human intelligence. It is also well known that theclustering problem is a di�cult one, and we have to resort on approximatesolutions [8, 14].We �rst discuss methods to measure the cost of classi�cation. There aresimple error measures such as MSE which are quite commonly used in manyapplications, and more complex ones such as stochastic complexity. We shall�rst discuss these and then the algorithms.2.1.1 Minimum ErrorLet us suppose that a set of binary vectors X t of form x(l) = (x(l)1 ; x(l)2 ; : : : ; x(l)d ),x(l)i 2 [0; 1], denoted by X t = fx(l)jl = 1; 2; : : : ; tg is classi�ed to a set of kdisjoint classes C = fC1; : : : ; Ckg, Cj = fx(l)jl = 1; 2; : : : ; tjg, j 2 [1; : : : ; k]by some method. Then for each class Cj we compute the number of the onesin each column i by tij = tjXl=1 x(l)iand de�ne the centroid of the class Cj by�̂j = (�̂1j ; : : : ; �̂dj); �̂ij = tijtj : (1)Furthermore, we de�ne the Hypothetical Mean Organism (HMO), by round-ing �̂j aj = (a1j; : : : ; adj); aij = b�̂ij + 1=2c (2)4



Later we call aj the class representative of the class Cj.Now we de�ne various error measures for the classi�cation C. In thesimplest case the distance of each vector to its class is the Hamming-distanceto aj �(x(l); Cj) = dXi=1 jx(l)i � aijj: (3)We can easily approximate the distortion or incoherence of a single class byI(Cj) = 1tj Xx2Cj �(x; Cj): (4)We can also de�ne the distance with L1 or L2 norms and �̂jL1(x(l); Cj) = jjx(l); Cjjj1 = dXi=1 jx(l)i � �̂ijj; (5)L2(x(l); Cj) = jjx(l); Cjjj22 = dXi=1 �x(l)i � �̂ij�2 ; (6)respectively. This gives us together with the �̂j an alternate method to de�nethe class representative as the closest vector to the centroidâj = arg tjminl=1 L2(x(l); Cj)Now the total error produced by the classi�cation C can be expressed asE(X t;C) = kXj=1 tjXl=1D(x(l); Cj) (7)where D(x(l); Cj) is either �(x(l); Cj), L1(x(l); Cj) or L2(x(l); Cj). Notethat by all of these criteria the number of classes k producing minimal erroris t, i.e. the classi�cation to t singleton classes. This means that (7) doesnot measure the cost of the classi�cation structure. Usually t � k, and itis desirable to �nd out the optimal number of classes in the data. Next weshall discuss that problem and at the same time we take a more theoreticallook at the classi�cation problem.2.1.2 Stochastic ComplexityAccording to Rissanen [35], the best model to explain a given set of data isthe one which minimizes the sum of (1) the length in bits of the description5



of the model, and (2) the length in bits of the description of the data withthe help of the model. This is the so-called Occam's razor, the principle thattells us not to introduce more concepts than necessary to explain observedfacts. Classifying a collection of items (here binary vectors) according tosome speci�ed method (classi�cation model) can be viewed as a means forencoding information about the data. Following this principle, according toRissanen the best classi�cation is therefore the one which requires the leastnumber of bits to code the classi�cation with respect to the model chosen,and to code the items within the classi�cation.Let X t = fx(l)jl = 1; 2; : : : ; tg be a set of t elements of the form x(l) =(x(l)1 ; x(l)2 ; : : : ; x(l)d ), x(l)i 2 [0; 1] for all l 2 [1; 2; : : : ; t]; i 2 [1; 2; : : : ; d]. Ourtask is to determine a classi�cation of X t into k classes so that the cost of theclassi�cation is minimal. Let us consider the idea of a family of latent classesto k denoted by Cj = fx(l)jl = 1; 2; : : : ; tjg; j 2 [1; : : : ; k]. Conditionally, onany Cj we consider the multivariate Bernoulli distributionp(xj�j; Cj) = dYi=1 �xiij (1� �ij)1�xi: (8)Here �ij = P (xi = 1j�jCj):Let us suppose that there is a mixing distribution �j; j = 1; : : : ; k;�j �0;Pkj=1 �j = 1. Then we think of X t as being generated by two-stagesampling procedure so that �rst Cj is drawn using �j; j = 1; : : : ; k and thenx(l) is drawn using the corresponding p(xj�j; Cj). Hence, the probabilisticmodel class is the �nite mixturep(xj�;�) = kXj=1�jp(xj�j; Cj);� = f�1; : : : ; �kg;� = f�1; : : : �kg:However, some of this information is actually hidden, so that we do nothave the identity of Cj at our disposal when getting x(l). The parameters(�j; �j) will also be regarded as unknown. Let us setu(l)j := ( 1 if x(l) is sampled for p(xj�j; Cj)0 otherwiseThus, the full information data is�x(l); u(l)j � tl=1kj=1:The classi�cation problem is now to estimate u(l)j using the partial in-formation data x(l). Clearly this task is related to forming estimates of �j6



and �j, which we shall denote by �̂j and �̂j respectively. First we assume thatx(1); : : : ;x(t) are independent samples of the mind described above. Then thejoint distribution of (x(l); u(l)j ) istYl=1 kYj=1 �p(x(l)j�j; Cj)�j�u(l)j : (9)Our strategy is to get rid of �j and �j in expression (9) in such a waythat what remains is a likelihood function for (x(l); u(l)j )tl=1kj=1. One way todo this is model averaging, i.e. we formL(X t; u; k) = Z tYl=1 kYj=1 �p(x(l)j�j; Cj)�j�u(l)j d!(�;�):Then SCu(X t; u) = � log2 L(X t; u; k)is called stochastic complexity. This is clearly a generalized log-likelihoodfunction that only depends on the variable directly connected to the classi-�cation problem. Let us now suppose that we have �xed some estimates ofCj in the form of a partition of the training set X t. Thus we haveCj = fxjl = 1; 2; : : : ; tjg; j = 1; : : : ; kand we compute tij = tjXl=1 x(l)iThen, if we chose !(�;�) as a product of appropriate uniform priordistribution we getSC = log2  t!t1! : : : tk!!+log2  t + k � 1t !+ kXj=1 dXi=1 log2  (tj + 1)!tij!(tj � tij)!! : (10)Alternatively, if we chose !(�;�) as a product of a Je�reys prior we getSC =  dk + k2! log2(�) + log2  �(k=2)�(t+ k=2)Pkj=1 �(tj + 1=2) !+ kXj=1 dXi=1 log2  �(tj)�(tij + 1=2)�(tj � tij + 1=2)! ; (11)where tj is the number of binary vectors in class Cj, and tij is the numberof binary vectors in the class Cj with the ith bit equal to 1 (log denotes thelogarithm to the base 2). The �rst two terms in equation (10) describe thecomplexity of the classi�cation structure, and the last term the complexityof the binary vectors with respect to the classi�cation.7



2.1.3 AlgorithmsSo far we have discussed mathematical criteria to measure the goodness or thecost of the classi�cation. The next task is simply to generate a classi�cation,by optimizing MSE, SC or some other criteria. The naive method to do thisis to check every possible classi�cation and calculate the criteria for each ofthem as described above and choose the one producing the optimum.Let us take a quick view to the complexity of the problem. The numberof the unique vectors to be classi�ed is t, and we need to �nd a classi�c-ation into k classes. Then the multinomial number � tt1;:::;tk� is the numberof classi�cations whose class sizes are t1; :::; tk. Thus the number of the allclassi�cations of k classes is Xt1+���+tk=t8j:tj>0  tt1; :::; tk!:In this case the ordering of the classes does not matter, i.e. classi�cations(abjc) and (cjab) are equivalent. Thus, we have to eliminate k! from suchorderings, which gives us the formulaS(t; k) = 1k! Xt1+���+tk=n8j:tj>0  tt1;:::; tk!;whose explicit form is S(t; k) = 1k! kXj=0(�1)k�j kj!jt: (12)S(t; k) is also know as Stirling's number of the second kind [2]. We im-mediately see it is growing exponentially. Moreover, it has been proventhat �nding the taxonomic key and the generalized Lloyd-max are NP-hardproblems [8, 14]. Thus, we need more intelligent method to render a classi-�cation. To accomplish this, we need to loosen our criteria a little, namely,we will accept local optima. Many algorithms are suggested for the classi�c-ation problem, each having its bene�ts and draw-backs. Usually more robustmethods tend to have a longer running time. Perhaps the most abundantlyused method is the Generalized Lloyd Algorithm (GLA) [17, 32], which isalso known as k-means or the Gray, Buzo, Linde -algorithm. An outline ofthe algorithm is as followsGLA 8



Step 0. Generate initial solution C and calculate �̂ (and �̂)Step 1. Generate classi�cation Cnew8x(l); l 2 [1; : : : ; t]:Determine class j 2 [1; : : : ; k] of x(l) for which D(x(l); Cj)assumes minimal valueStep 2. Recalculate �̂ (and �̂) and let C = CnewStep 3. Fix possible empty cell problemStep 4. Repeat the so-called Lloyd-iteration of steps 1 and 2 untiloverall error Pkj=1Ptjl=1D(x(l); Cj) does not decrease anymore.This algorithm also plays an important role in the more advanced meth-ods. It will converge to local minima when D(x(l); Cj) is correctly selected.A natural choice for D(x(l); Cj) when using SC is the Shannon codelengthCL(x(l); Cj) = � dXi=1 �(1� x(l)ij ) log2(1� �̂ij) + x(l)ij log2 �̂ij�� log2 �̂j (13)GLA is dependent on the quality of the initial solution generated in step0. Usually randomization is applied here. The most typical way to generatethe initial solution is as follows [39]Step 0.1. Draw k vectors z(1); : : : ; z(k) from input set X t randomlyStep 0.2. Set �̂j = z(l); j 2 [1; : : : ; k]Note that the number of ways to choose the initial centroids is �tk�, andthus we have to rely on the random centroids. Other widely used way toinitialize this algorithm is presented by McQueen [40].If we will use CL(x(l); Cj) as our nearest neighbor rule, we need two morestepsStep 0.3. 8x(l); l 2 [1; : : : ; t]:Determine class j 2 [1; : : : ; k] of x(l) for which D(x(l); Cj)assumes minimal value, D(x(l); Cj) being a distancemeasure which does not apply �̂Step 0.4. Calculate �̂The next open question to answer is the empty cell (orphaned centroid)problem introduced in step 3. Orphaned centroids have no vectors assignedto them in step 2 of the algorithm. It is clear that we must remedy thisproblem, otherwise the number of non-empty classes would be less than theprescribed k. The most natural way to �x the problem is to split one classin two [30]Empty Cell Fix 9



Step 3.0. For each orphaned centroid perform the following:Step 3.1. Denote the orphaned centroid with �̂j�,Determine the class Cj; j 2 [1; : : : ; k], whose distortion (4)is the largestStep 3.2. Split the class Cj:Apply a suitable split heuristic to the class Cj: three examplesa) move a random vector x(r) from class Cj to Cj�and set �̂j� = x(r)b) move a vector x(l); l 2 [1; : : : ; tj], whose distanceD(x(l); Cj) is the largest, to the class Cj� and set �̂j� = x(l)c) �nd two vectors x(l) and x(m), l; m 2 [1; : : : ; tj], whosedistance �(x(l);x(l)) from each other is the largest andset �̂j = x(l) and �̂j� = x(m)GLA is in many cases a good and quick method. The time complexityof the algorithm is O(tk), where t is the number of elements to be classi�edand k is the number of classes. This is clear, because in the algorithm everyelement must be tested against each class. The number of iterations andthe complexity of the distance calculations can be regarded as a constant.The drawback is that GLA is not robust, i.e. it can sometimes get stuckin not so good local minima. To remedy this problem we can either runGLA several times and choose the best local minimum, or then we can use amore advanced method such as genetic algorithms, tabu search [12], or localsearch [9]. Also simulated annealing [41] and other optimization strategieshave been suggested. We will introduce the local search next.Local SearchStep 1. Draw k random initial centroids from the input data set;Step 2. Run two iterations of GLA [32] with the L2-metric. Let theresult of the clustering be Cbest and calculate SC(Cbest) byformula (10);Step 3. Iterate the next steps until t = max-iter :Step 3.1. Apply search operator to Cbest andlet the solution be Cmod;Step 3.2. Apply two iterations of GLA with L2-metricsto the solution Cmod;Step 3.3. Calculate SC(Cmod);Step 3.4. If SC(Cmod) > SC(Cbest),then let the Cbest := Cmod and SC(Cbest) := SC(Cmod);Step 4. Calculate �̂; 10



Step 5. Apply GLA to minimize D given by (13), Cbest asinitial solution until the result does not change.Multi-Operator Local SearchWe can incorporate various operators in step 3, the best results are oftenobtained by utilizing many of them from time to time.SJ1: Split-and-join (variant 1)It may be pro�table to code two very close clusters as a single cluster and touse the centroid thus gained at some other part of the vector space. This isbecause a cluster with high internal distortion probably has a weak clusterrepresentative (centroid). The SJ1 operator tries to �x this by joining thetwo closest clusters according to the L2-distance of centroids and by split-ting the most incoherent cluster according to the internal distortion (averageHamming-distance to cluster representative (4)).RWO: Replace-worstAs noted above, a cluster with high internal distortion is likely to be codedine�ciently when measured by stochastic complexity. The Replace-worstheuristic draws a new random centroid from the input data set for the mostincoherent cluster. Incoherence is measured by the internal distortion (4).The application of GLA after this search operator will re-map the vectors.RSA: Replace-smallestSmall clusters are likely to be coded ine�ciently, because a code word con-sumed by the coding of a small cluster could perhaps be used more e�cientlyfor something else. Small clusters also emerge as a side e�ect of other searchoperators. One possibility to �x this is to draw a new random centroid forthe smallest cluster. Again the application of GLA after this search operatorre-maps the vectors.RSW: Random-swapGlobal and random change of the cluster centroid is sometimes a good ap-proach. In this way we can escape from a bad local minimum. The random-swap operation selects a random cluster and draws a new random centroidfrom the input data set for the chosen cluster. It may be that none of theother methods is applicable any longer, but the random-swap still helps usto proceed towards more promising regions of the search space.SJ2: Split-and-join (variant 2) 11



This operation joins the smallest cluster and its closest neighbor. The close-ness of the clusters is measured by the L2-metric between the cluster centroids.After the joining, the operation splits the most incoherent cluster accordingto the internal distortion (4).CMO: Class-moveAs noted with random-swap, it is necessary to introduce randomness in thesearch. On the other hand, the solution process may already be on theright track towards an advantageous region of the search space so that itis pro�table to make only minor changes. This is pursued in the operationclass-move, which is the same as random-swap with the only di�erence beingthat the new centroid is drawn randomly from the same cluster which waschosen to be replaced. This operation moves the cluster in search space in arandom direction without destroying it completely.Adaptive Local SearchCyclical application of the LS operators in MOLS is in the long run verysimilar to a random choice of LS operators with uniform distribution. Thisobservation helps us to enhance the multi-operator search further. Depend-ing on the data, the initial values of the centroids and the state of the search,di�erent search operators tend to work better than others. On the otherhand, when a certain operator is used in succession its power may becomeexhausted. One way to overcome this shortcoming is to make the algorithmadaptive. This means that when one operator turns out to be successful(the application of the operator leads to a better value of the optimizationcriteria, here stochastic complexity), the algorithm should use it more fre-quently. When doing this, we should still maintain some possibility to switchto another search operator at a later stage of the solution process. Next, wepropose a way of accomplishing this kind of strategy.Let the initial distribution of the probabilities of using the di�erent LSoperators be p(0)(y) = 16 ; y = 1; : : : ; 6:Here y is an operator from the set fSJ1, RWO, RSA, RSW, SJ2, CMOg.This means that each operator is initially equally probable to be used. Nextwe de�ne the indicator functionf (t)(y) = ( 1 , if operator yy was successful at the iteration t0 , otherwise.Let n(t)y be the number of successes for operator y from the beginning up toiteration t. Initially, n(0)y = 0 for all y. In every iteration the success count12



is updated by n(t+1)y = ( n(t)y if f (t+1)(y) = 0n(t)y + 1 if f (t+1)(y) = 1and we denote the sum of successes by n(t) = P6y=1 n(t)y . The up-date of theprobabilities for using di�erent operators is given byp(t+1)(y) = p(t)(y) if f (t+1)(y) = 0 for all yp(t+1)(y) = 8><>: n(t)y +1+�n(t)+1+6� if f (t+1)(y) = 1n(t)y +�n(t)+1+6� if f (t+1)(y) = 0:Because f (t+1)(y) = 1 is true only for one y6Xy=1 p(t+1)(y) = n(t)y� + 1 + � + n(t) � n(t)y� + 5�n(t) + 1 + 6� = 1: (14)In this model, the parameter � controls the weight of the underlyinguniform distribution. If � is small, adaptation occurr more easily. On theother hand, � should not be too small, because this prevents any p(t)(y) fromever becoming zero. There is one possible drawback in this simple model; ithas long memory. Next, we enhance this model to use shorter memory, sothat in a situation where a previously successful operator becomes ine�cient,the model adapts to the situation. We de�ne a weight w(t)y for each operator,initially take w(0)y = 0; for all yand denote the sum of the weights by w(t) = P6y=1 w(t)y .The new up-date of the probabilities for using di�erent operators is givenby p(t+1)(y) = p(t)(y) if f (t+1)(y) = 0 for all yp(t+1)(y) = 8><>: w(t)y +1+�w(t)+1+6� if f (t+1)(y) = 1w(t)y +�w(t)+1+6� if f (t+1)(y) = 0: (15)We update the weights w(t)y after each iteration byw(t+1)y = ( w(t)y � �(t) if f (t+1)(y) = 0 and w(t)y � �(t) � 0w(t)y + 1� �(t) if f (t+1)(y) = 1 (16)In this update model we have a new control parameter �(t) which controlsthe length of memory. If �(t) = 0 for all t then w(t)y = n(t)y for all t and y,13



and the new model is exactly the same as the previous one. The larger thevalue of �(t), the more quickly the model forgets the past history. Usuallyin the beginning of the clustering process the operators have larger successrates than at the end. Thus, the model works better if �(t) is larger for smallt and vice versa. By substituting n(t)y� with w(t)y� (14) holds for the new modelalso.In section 4.1.1 we introduce a versatile utility for �nding classi�cationshaving a good value of SC (here we refer to good local minima). It is basedon LS and GLA methods with various implementation-speci�c enhancementsand user-de�nable parameters. The experimental results on real data can befound in [23] and [22]. The BinClass software package also includes someauxiliary utilities related to the minimization of SC, which are discussed inthe sections 4.1.2 and 4.1.3. To analyze the uncertainty due to the probabil-istic nature of the GLA and LS implementations, a simple tool of statisticalanalysis is described in section 4.2.3.For comparison we implemented two other traditional methods in Bin-Class; the Split [17] and Pairwise Nearest Neighbor [48, 17] algorithms. GLAcan be incorporated in both of them. Many variations of both methods havebeen suggested.The idea of the Split algorithm is to start from the trivial classi�cationwhere k = 1, and all t elements are put in the same class. Then we startsplitting one class at the time with some split strategy.SplitStep 0. Let the initial solution C1 be partitioning to one class only;Let k = 1;Step 1. Generate the solution Ck+1:Step 1.1. Find the most incoherent class Cj according to (4)Step 1.2. Take a random vector z and �nd vector which is the farestfrom it: y = argmaxtjl=1 �(z;x(l));Step 1.3. Set the centroid of class Cj to be z;Form a new empty class Ck+1;Set the centroid of the class Ck+1 to y;Set k = k + 1;Step 1.4. Re-map the vectors of the class Cj according tothe nearest neighbor rule;Step 2. Optionally, the Lloyd-iteration can be issued at this phase;Step 3. Repeat steps 1 and 2 until the stop criteria is met.The split phase (step 1) can either be deterministic, or utilize another kindof heuristic than the one presented here. The criteria to stop the algorithm14



in step 3 can be one of following.� The total cost of the classi�cation (e.g. SC) does not decrease anymore� The prede�ned number of the classes k� is met� k = tThe split method looks at �rst glance like a good method to minimizeSC, because we can easily test a range of the classi�cations with a di�erentnumber of the classes. Split is indeed a fast method for this purpose, butit also has its weaknesses. A bad choice at the early phase of the solutionmight lead to a bad solution (the error cumulates). If the target number ofthe classes is rather small the split algorithm will provide a solution quickly.If we know the number of classes beforehand, GLA is of course faster.The pairwise nearest neighbor method works just in the opposite way tothe split method. We start from the trivial classi�cation to t classes, so thatevery element forms a class of its own. Then we start to join classes, onepair at a time.Pairwise Nearest NeighborStep 0. Let the initial solution Ct to be a classi�cation to t singleton classes;Let k = t;Step 1. Generate the solution Ct�1:Step 1.1. Choose a random class Cj,Find the class Cj0 which is the closest to class Cj;Step 1.2. Remove classes Cj and Cj0 from the classi�cation;Form a new class Cnew = Cj [ Cj0;add Cnew to the classi�cation;Set k = k � 1;Step 2. Optionally the Lloyd-iteration can be issued at this phase;Step 3. Repeat steps 1 and 2 until the stop critereon is met.The join phase (step 1) can also be deterministic. Many criteria can beused to determine the closeness between classes Cj and Cj0. The simplestchoice is to use the Hamming-distance between the class representatives orL1- and L2-norms between centroids.Mean Minimum DistanceThe center point, however, is not the only characteristic related to distancebetween two classes. Classes have a \diameter" as well. Consider smallimage below: Centroids of the classes B and C are equally far from A, butthe nearest pair of the vectors in B and A are nearer to each other than thecorresponding pair in A and C. 15



Bn Ai CiOne possible way to measure the distance could be the Hamming-distancebetween the closest pair of the class members of the two classes.minx2Cj miny2Cj �(x;y); �(x;y) = dXi=1 jxi � yij:This, however, doesn't cover the situation when the classes are oddly shaped(e.g. one being long and the other being circular).The average of the pairwise closest Hamming-distances over the classesor the mean minimum distanceD2(Cj; Cj0) = 12 0@ 1tj Xx2Cj miny2Cj0 �(x;y) + 1tj0 Xy2Cj0 minx2Cj �(y;x)1A ; (17)seems to work in most cases. Another possible strategy is to use stochasticcomplexity as the joining criteria. This is done by selecting the join whichproduces the minimum SC value. Criteria to stop the algorithm in step 3can be� The total cost of the classi�cation (SC) does not decrease anymore� The prede�ned number of the classes k� is met� k = 12.1.4 TreesWhen we examine how the PNN algorithm works, we notice that the historyof the joins forms a binary tree. Now if we think of a starting situationbe a ready-made classi�cation instead of the individual vectors, we can usethis kind of algorithm to build a hierarchy on the non-hierarchical classi�ca-tion. Sometimes a tree-like hierarchy is needed for the deeper analysis of theorganization of the data.Parsimonious treesPerhaps the most used and the most traditional method to render this kindof trees or dendrograms is called parsimony. A parsimonious tree is the one16



minimizing the information lost due to the joining of the classes. We de�nethe information content of the class Cj, �rst by taking one column( tij > tj � tij; hij = tijtij � tj � tij; hij = tj � tij;where hij is the largest of the number of the zero and one bits in the ithcolumn of the class Cj. The information content of the class Cj is obtainedby summing hij over the columns.hj = dXi=1 hij: (18)Now if we take two classes, Cj and Cj0, the information content of their unionis ( (tij + tij0) > (tj + tj0)� (tij + tij0); hij[j0 = tij + tij0(tij + tij0) � (tj + tj0)� (tij + tij0); hij[j0 = (tj + tj0)� (tij + tij0)hj[j0 = dXi=1 hij[j0 (19)These two equations (18) and (19) gives us a way to de�ne the loss of theinformation due to the joininghj + hj0 � hj[j0; (20)and the natural way is to join the classes that produce the smallest loss ofinformation. The basic idea of parsimony is not very far away from usingstochastic complexity as a tree forming critereon. They both deal with theconcept of the information content. Parsimony has been used for quite along time now. In the early years computers could not perform oatingpoint arithmetic very well, and thus the parsimony was de�ned in a way thatit can be implemented using integer arithmetic.Distortion minimizing treeLet is recall the formula (4) for class distortion. Similarly to parsimony, wede�ne the class distortion of the union of the two classes Cj and Cj0 byI(Cj[j0) = 1tj + tj0 Xx2Cj[Cj0 �(x; Cj [ Cj0); (21)where �(x(l); Cj [ Cj0) = dXi=1 jx(l)i � aij[j0j: (22)17



and aj[j0 = (a1j[j0; : : : ; adj[j0); aij[j0 = btij + tij0tj + tj0 + 1=2c (23)We should choose the join producing the smallest distortion by (21). Thisde�nition for a tree is not much di�erent from parsimony, and shows that wecan de�ne trees in various ways.Hellinger-distanceIn addition to the above methods, we implemented a method based on pos-terior predictive distributions out of curiosity [24]. We de�ne the distribution�̂ in an alternate way �̂ij = tij + 1tj + 2 (24)and de�ne the Hellinger-distanceDH(Cj; Cj0) = 1� dYi=1��q1� �̂ijq1� �̂ij0�+ �q�̂ijq�̂ij0�� (25)2.2 Cumulative Classi�cationThe cumulative classi�cation method was originally developed in an intuitivemanner by H.G. Gyllenberg [19]. A �rm logical and mathematical foundationis presented by M. Gyllenberg et. al. [24, 26]. Here we give only a shortsummary of the key notions and a precise formulation of the algorithm usedfor the cumulative classi�cation in the BinClass software package. Someexperimental results are reviewed in [25] and [26].We denote vectors to be classi�ed by x, and their components xi whichtake on the binary values 0 or 1. The length of the vector is denoted by d.Assume that a set X t = fx(1);x(2); : : : ;x(t)g consisting of t vectors has beenclassi�ed into k disjoint classes forming a taxonomyC = fC1; C2; : : : ; Ckg:We de�ne the indicator of belonging to the jth class byu(l)j := ( 1 if x(l) 2 Cj0 otherwiseand denote the number of elements in class Cj bytj = tXl=1 u(l)j18



and the relative frequency of binary ones in the ith position of the vectors inclass Cj by fij = 1tj tXl=1 u(l)j x(l)i : (26)The Hypothetical Mean Organism (HMO) [33] or the optimal predictor [16]of class Cj is denoted by aj and is de�ned byaij = ( 1 if 1=2 < fij � 10 if 0 � fij < 1=2 : (27)We let sij be the number of the prediction errors in the ith componentwhen the HMO is used as the predictor. In other words, it is the number ofthe vectors in the class Cj whose ith component di�ers from aijsij = tXl=1 u(l)j jx(l)i � aijj (28)The class Cj is described by the marginal posterior predictive distributionp(zjaj; cj) = dYi=1 sij + 1tj + 2 !jzi�aij j  1�  sij + 1tj + 2 !!1�jzi�aij j (29)This formula should be interpreted as the probability of vector z, given thatit belongs to class Cj.We emphasize that the use of the probability distributions to describe theclasses and the classi�cations does not imply any randomness of the vectorswe are classifying. It is simply a mathematically precise way of expressingour own uncertainty about the properties of the vectors, given our presentknowledge, which is the set X t and the classi�cation fCjgkj=1.We let �j denote the predictive prior probability of a strain belonging toclass Cj �j = tj + 1t + k + � ; j = 1; : : : ; k;where � is a parameter. Since the probabilities �j; j = 1; 2; : : : ; k do notadd up to 1, this means in particular that we incorporate the predictiveprobability �k+1 = �t + k + �of observing a new class, that is, a vector not included among the k alreadyestablished classes. The parameter � has a clearcut interpretation as the19



number of classes not yet observed. As this number is unknown this inter-pretation is, albeit of theoretical interest, of little practical importance forapplications [24, 26].We identify new vectors using Bayesian predictive identi�cation. By thiswe mean that we identify a new vector z with the class Cj; j = 1; 2; : : : ; k+1,which maximizes p(zjaj; Cj)�j: (30)If expression (30) assumes its maximum for j = k + 1, a new class isformed. The identi�cation as de�ned above can be equivalently based on thediscriminant functionslj(z) = dXi=1wijjzi � aijj+ bj + log(tj + 1); j = 1; : : : ; k; (31)and lk+1(z) = log(� � d); (32)where wij = log sij + 1tj � sij + 1! (33)and bj = dXi=1 log tj � sij + 1tj + 2 ! : (34)In this formulation the vector z is identi�ed with the class Cj for whichlj assumes the greatest value. Observe that lk+1 is independent of both thevector z to be identi�ed and the classi�cation obtained so far. It can thereforebe viewed as the rejection threshold : If lj(z) < lk+1 for all j = 1; 2; : : : ; k,then we reject the identi�cation of z within the present classi�cation andfound a new class augmenting the classi�cation [24, 26].Another interpretation for the rejection threshold is that the vector zdoes not belong to present knowledge C, and should be considered trash. Wecan use both approaches depending on the application.As a measure of the goodness of the classi�cation we choose the predictive�t. It is de�ned by L = kXj1 dXi1 wijsij + kXj=1 tjbj; (35)where wij and bj are de�ned by (33) and (34) respectively. The number �L isclosely related to the stochastic complexity (SC) de�ned by (10), which is usedwith the clustering algorithm as a measure of goodness. In our experiments20



we have found correlation coe�cients around 0:94 between �L and SC [24,26].We apply the theory provided above with the following algorithm.Step 1. Let t = t0Step 2. Determine the index j = j� for which lj(x(t+1)jCt) assumesits largest value.Step 3. If 1� j� � k, place x(t+1) into class Cj�. If j� = k + 1,a new class having x(t+1) as its only element is formed.Step 4. Increase t and tj� by one. If j� = k + 1 then also increase k by one.Update the taxonomy �j by the assignment of Step 3.Step 5. Recalculate fij�, aij�and sij� using formulae (26), (27) and (28), respectivelyStep 6. If t < t0 + n, continue from step 2.Note that we can begin the cumulation from scratch, i.e. t0 = 0 andk = 0. Another alternative is that we have a initial taxonomy C0 with t0vectors classi�ed to k classes by some method, and we then update this initialtaxonomy with further data by cumulative classi�cation. Optionally we candisable the creation of the new classes.It is clear that the resulting taxonomy depends heavily on the input orderof the vectors. In section 4.1.5 we discuss utility for cumulative classi�cationusing the algorithm presented above. It is designed to create single classi�ca-tions or analyze the e�ect of the input ordering of the vectors to classi�cationresults.2.3 Mixture Classi�cationOur goal is to cluster (classify) a training set (of size t) of d dimensionalbinary vectors to k classes by estimating the probability parameters of a�nite mixture of k multivariate Bernoulli distributions from the data. As aresult of the estimation procedure we will get a matrix P whose arrays arethe conditional probabilities of each class given each particular vector. Thesewe call the probabilities of belonging to the classes. In the �nal clusteringphase we assign the vector to the class to which it has the highest probabilityof beloning.Let us consider a parametric family of probability functionsff(xj�j) : x = (x1; : : : ; xd) 2 Bd; j = 1; : : : ; kgwhere each probability density function f(xj�j) is de�ned in the d-dimensionalbinary vector space. The parameters �j are statistical parameters that de-21



scribe class characteristics. We set� = f�1; : : : ; �kg:and denote a mixing distribution for the classes by� = f�j; : : : ; �kg 2 Rk : �j � 0; kXj=1�j = 1This allows us to de�ne �nite mixture as a probability density functionof the form fk(x) = fk(xj�;�) = kXi=1 �if(x; �i);where we use the multivariate Bernoulli probability density functionsf(xj�j) = dYi=1 �xiij (1� �ij)1�xi ; xj 2 f0; 1g; 0 � �ij � 1:This is a statistical model of classi�cation and has been used in SC min-imizing classi�cations as described above.Given the training set of t d-dimensional binary vectorsx(1); : : : ;x(t)and the number of classes k (�xed in advance), we have to �nd � and � suchthat �;� = argmax L(�;�) = tXl=1 ln fk(x(l)) = tXl=1 ln[ kXj=1�jf(x(l)j�j)]:It is clear that L(�;�) is closely related to SC. Both of them are derivedfrom the same statistical model.AlgorithmAn outline of the EM-algorithm for estimating the parameters of binary data(steps 0-2) looks like this [18].Step 0. Choose �(0) and �(0) (random), such thatf (0)k (x(l)) = kXj=1�(0)j f(x(l)j�(0)j ) > 0; l = 1; : : : ; tand compute the matrixP(0) = [p(0)(jjx(l))]kj=1tl=1; p(0)(jjx(l)) = �(0)j f(x(l)j�(0)j )f (0)k (x(l)) (36)22



Step 1. Compute parameters �(s+1) and �(s+1) for each s = 1; 2; : : :using �(s+1)j = 1t tXl=1 p(s)(j;x(l));and �(s+1)j = 1Ptl=1 p(s)(jjx(l)) tXl=1 x(l)p(s)(jjx(l)); i = 1; 2; : : : ; k:Step 2. Compute the matrix P(s+1) from parameters �(s+1) and �(s+1)P(s+1) = [p(s+1)(jjx(l))]kj=1tl=1; p(s+1)(ijx(l)) = �(s+1)j f(x(l)j�(s+1)j )f (s+1)k (x(l))and continue from Step 1 until there is no change in parameters, whichcan be shown to mean that the likelihood function L(�;�) is maxim-ized [18, 34]. We can use this algorithm to classify binary vectors byadding one more step.Step 3. Identi�cation: We denote the optimal probability matrix fromstep 2 after, the algorithm has been stopped byP� = [p(�)(jjx(l))]kj=1tl=1: (37)Assign vector x(l) to class j� ifj� = arg max1�j�k p�(jjx(l))for l = 1; : : : ; t.This algorithm is a special case of the expectation maximization algorithm [18,34]. It is known that L(�(s+1);�(s+1)) � L(�(s);�(s)) for every s after steps1 and 2 [18, 34]. Variations of the EM-algorithm are used in classi�cationsoftware packages such as SNOB [36] and Autoclass [5]. The basic procedureof the algorithm is similar to GLA (k-means) [32], we choose random initialvalues and have an iteration which converges towards the local maximum.The di�erence is that we do not assign vectors to classes in the statisticalestimation phase.2.4 Similarity of Classi�cationsLet us suppose that the set X t is classi�ed several times with either dif-ferent initial values of some algorithm or by di�erent methods (GLA, LS,PNN, Split, EM). This produces a set of di�erent local optima. We are in-terested in the di�erences of these results on the classi�cation level, namelythe structural closeness of the classi�cations.23



2.4.1 A Dissimilarity MeasureThere are basically two ways of measuring the di�erence between classi�ca-tions. First we can measure the smallest number of modi�cations (usuallyset operations) that are needed to make the two classi�cations equal, or wecount some well-de�ned di�erences between them [3]. Given two classi�ca-tions generated from the same training set X t denoted by C0 = fC 01; : : : ; C 0k0gand C00 = fC 001 ; : : : ; C 00k00g, we de�ne the concordance matrixM = (mT1 ; : : : ;mTk0);mi = (mj01; : : : ; mik00); mj0j00 = C 0j0 \ C 00j00: (38)The distance measure can now be calculated from the concordance matrixby D1(C0;C00) =12 24 k0Xj0=10@ k00Xj00=1mj0j00 � k00maxj00=1 mj0j001A+ k00Xj00=10@ k0Xj0=1mj0j00 � k0maxj0=1 mj0j001A35 (39)The distance D1(C0;C00) can be interpreted as the mean number of di�erentlyclassi�ed vectors when comparing C0 to C00 and vice versa.Sometimes it is necessary to use a measure which is not dependent on thenumber of vectors in the classi�cation. Then we can use a�nityA1(C0;C00) = tt�D1(C0;C00) (40)instead.Formulas (39) and (40) depict the di�erence and similarity of the clas-si�cations. We also get some information by investigating the matrix M.This may not be enough. It might be important to identify the vectors inconcordance in both of the classi�cations. This can be done by generating aconsensus classi�cation C� of the classi�cations C0 and C00.2.4.2 Maximal Intersection and Consensus Classi�cationAs the method for �nding the consensus classi�cation we present here anintersection operation for two classi�cations. We do this by extending thenatural intersection operation for sets.First we recall howmeet is de�ned for partitions. If we have two partitions�1 and �2, we say �2 is coarser than �1 or �2 � �1, if each set of �1 is a subsetof one of the sets in �2. This gives us a partial ordering and we can put thepartitions in a lattice. Now, if we could have all partitions in the lattice, themeet �1 ^ �2 is clearly found there. Again we can regard the meet as being24



the intersection [1]. However, there are some properties in this de�nitionwhich are unwanted in our case. All elements of the partitions �1 and �2 areincluded in �1 ^ �2, and we would like number of elements to be reduced inthe intersection. Also, our classi�cations are not necessarily real partitions.The set of elements forming the �rst classi�cation might be a superset of theset forming the second classi�cation, or there might be some elements whichare not common to both.A classi�cation is a set of sets, each class being a set. For the intersectionof two classi�cations we need intersections of their classes. To do this we haveto �nd a counterpart for each class. First, we de�ne an auxiliary functionb(x(l); Cj) = ( 1 if x(l) 2 Cj0 otherwiseand denote classes of the �rst classi�cation by C0 = fC 01; : : : ; C 0k0g and classesof the second classi�cation by C00 = fC 001 ; : : : ; C 00k00g then the match functionis m(C 0j0; C 00j00) = t0j0Xl=1 b(x(l); C 00j00):Now the counter part class C 00j0� for the class C 0j0 in the classi�cation C00 is theone maximizing the formula k00maxj00=1 m(C 0j0; C 00j00);namely C 00j0� = arg maxC00j002C00 m(C 0j0; C 00j00):The intersection of the two classes is given by C 00j0� \ C 0j0. It might of coursebe that multiple possible counterpart classes exist. In such a case all of themare chosen, because we want to �nd a maximal intersection.Secondly, we perform the intersection operation for the whole classi�ca-tion �rst by intersecting each class against its counterpart in both directions8j 0 2 1; : : : ; k0; �C 0j0 \ C 00j0�� ;8j 00 2 1; : : : ; k00; �C 00j00 \ C 0j00� � ;which gives us two classi�cations C0� = fC 01 \ C 001�; : : : ; C 0k0 \ C 00k0�g and C00� =fC 001 \ C 01�; : : : ; C 00k00 \ C 0k00�g. Classi�cations C0� and C00� are not necessarilyidentical; one may have classes the other does not. But if their counteringclasses in classi�cations C0� and C00� exists, they will be identical. Therefore,25



the �nal intersection C� = C0 \ C00 for the two classi�cations is got by in-cluding the classes appearing in both classi�cations C0� and C00� in the �nalclassi�cation C�. We calculate the size or the cardinality of the intersectionby jC�j = k�Xj=1 jC�j j;which will measure the similarity of the classi�cations. The dissimilarity ispresented by D2(C0;C00) = t� jC�j: (41)Formula (41) is a lower bound for formula (39). Likewise, we can calculatethe a�nity A2(C0;C00) = tt�D2(C0;C00) : (42)Let us illustrate the mathematics presented above with the followingtwo examples. We have two classi�cations C0 = jabcdjef jghj and C00 =jabjcdef jghj; now there are two possible counterpart classes for C 01 = abcd,C 001 = ab and C 002 = cdef . The same holds for C 002 in the other direction. Thisgives us C0� = jabjcdjef jghj and C00� = jabjcdjef jghj. The �nal result C� isthen C� = jabjcdjef jghj. This is the coarsening of the two classi�cation ina theory partitions sense. Let us take another example, C0 = jabcdjefgjhjand C00 = jabcjdef jghj. Now the intermediate results are C0� = jabcjef jhj andC00� = jabcjef jgjhj. The �nal result is thus C� = jabcjef jhj. Now we see thatthere are fewer elements in the intersection than in the original classi�cations.This operation is commutative but not associative. There is no counterexample simple enough to be �t here, but it can be easily generated with acomputer trial.Note that if we de�ne our operation as minimal intersection, which meansthat in cases where multiple countering classes exists none of them are in-cluded in the result, then the operation would not be associative either. Thiscan be shown by a counterexample: C1 = jabcjdef jghj, C2 = jabcdjef jghj andC3 = jabjcdef jghj, now (C1\C2)\C3 = jabjef jghj but C1\ (C2\C3) = jghj,thus (C1 \ C2) \ C3 6= C1 \ (C2 \ C3).Let us calculate the distance between classi�cations C0 and C00 as ex-pressed by (39):abcd efg h tj00 mj00abc 3 3 0def 1 2 3 1gh 1 1 2 1tj0 4 3 1mj0 1 0 0 26



Above tj00 = Pk0j0 mj0j00 , tj0 = Pk00j00 mj0j00 and mj00 = tj00 � maxk0j0 mj0j00,mj0 = tj0 �maxk00j00 mj0j00.In this case dissimilarity measures give di�erent values: D1(C0;C00) = 1:5and D2(C0;C00) = 2.Let us now consider only slightly di�erent case, where C0 = jabcjdef jghjand C00 = jabjcdef jghj. This gives us C0� = C00� = jabjdef jghj, thus C� =jabjdef jghj. Now we note that c was the only di�erently classi�ed element,thus omitted in the intersection.abc def gh tj00 mj00ab 2 2 0cdef 1 3 4 1gh 2 2 0tj0 3 3 2mj0 1 0 0Note that the dissimilaritymeasures agree: D1(C0;C00) = 1 andD2(C0;C00) =1 We want to emphasize that this intersection operation is maximal in thesense that the number of elements included in the intersection is the largestpossible.2.5 BootstrapSometimes it is necessary to estimate the reliability of a sample of values. Letus consider the following case. We collect butteries of a particular species(say a few hundred specimen) and then measure some characteristic such uswing span. We can calculate the mean and other statistical characteristics forthe set of collected butteries. We can claim that, for example the averagewing span of particular species is what we have measured in our experiment.There are problems in this experiment. First of all, we cannot measurethe wing span of all butteries of the species involved. Some of them haveperhaps never lived in our lifetime.We can think that the situation is as follows: we have just sampled a verysmall set of butteries from the almost in�nite or at least very large set ofall butteries. The question is, how well this small sample set represents thewhole set of butteries.The same holds exactly for the results of the classi�cation algorithmsdescribed above. When we run these algorithms we get di�erent local minimafrom time to time. There are possibly very many local minima, and we canrun the algorithm only a limited number of times.There are methods to test the reliability of the sample, called re-samplingtechniques. The most well know of these are the jackknife and the bootstrap.27



3 File formatsFour kind of �les can appear as input for BinClass: 1) the �le containingthe input data set; 2) the input format description �le; 3) the partitioning�le and 4) the centroid �le. The input format description �le is used toparameterize the input: the lengths and positioning of the vector, the nameand the ID-string and how the ID-string is interpreted.Output �les include 1) partition �les describing the classi�cation result,2) various log �les containing verbose information of the run (classi�cation,analysis, bootstrapping, comparison), 3) report �les, tree �les and 4) gener-ated data sets.3.1 FilenamesA �le name su�x is used to identify the �le formats. Thus, it is only requiredto give the �lename body on the command line.su�x description.header Input/output data format description �le.data Data set.partition[X] Partitioning �le(s).report Report �le.tree Tree description �le.tree�le Tree �le (compatible with the Phylip package).order[X] Data set in the order as applied to the cumulativeclassi�cation.base Training set classi�cation for cumulative classi�cation.bootstrap Results of bootstrap run.result Result of the partition comparison(the concordance matrix (38)).generated[X] Generated data set.centroids Centroid �le.output Log �le3.2 The format description �le and the input data setIn the format description �le there are the following �elds. The ordering ofthe �elds is not relevant. The starting column is always 0, and the name ofthe vector starts at column 0. 28



veco�s= the starting column of the vectorveclen= the length of the vectoridlen= the length of the ID stringido�s= the starting column of the ID stringidord= the interpretation order of the ID string(a string of the length of the ID-string)namelen= the length of the name, ie. the label of the vector(the name always starts at the index 0)Example of the input format:SALM ENTE 1072-81 01000000111000110011000110110100001010000010001SALM ENTE 0149-84 01000000111000110011000110110100001010000010001SALM ENTE 0044-82 01000000111000110011000110110100001010000010001SALM ENTE 0291-82 01000000111000110011000110110100001010000010011SALM ENTE 0611-81 01000000111000110011000110110100001010000110011SALM ENTE 3302-75 01000000010000101110000010110100001100100110001SALM ENTE 0012-78 01011001111000110011000110111111011001110110101The format description �le for the input data set shown above looks likethis:vecoffs=23veclen=47idlen=7idoffs=15idord=671234#namelen=9The above description tells the program that the vector itself starts atthe o�set 23 and is 47 characters long. The ID-string starts at the o�set 15and is 15 characters long. The ID-string is translated so that the last twocharacters (6,7) are most signi�cant and then the four �rst digits at positions1; : : : ; 4. One character is omitted. The name of the vector is 9 characterslong. Note that the name need not be unique, whereas the ID has to beunique.3.3 The partition �leThe partition �le follows the format of the data set �le, the only di�erencebeing that between the classes (partitions) there is a line beginning with theword Class.Example of the partition �le format29



ClassSALM ENTE 0100-85 01000001111000100011000000010000001010000010001SALM ENTE 1208-82 01001000111000100011000110110100001010000010001SALM ENTE 3302-75 01000000010000101110000010110100001100100110001SALM ENTE 0291-82 01000000111000110011000110110100001010000010011SALM ENTE 0776-82 01000000101000110011000110110100001010000010001SALM ENTE 0232-86 01000000101000110011000110110100001010000010001SALM ENTE 1210-79 01000000111000110011000110110100001010000010001SALM ENTE 1072-81 01000000111000110011000110110100001010000010001ClassSALM TYPH 0328-82 01000001001000100010000100011100001000000010001SALM TYPH 1140-77 01000001101000100010000100011100001010100010011SALM TYPH 1141-77 01000001101000100010000100011100001010100010001SALM TYPH 0473-79 01001001101000100010000100011100001010100010001SALM TYPH 0889-78 010010001010001000100001000111100010101000100013.4 Centroid �leThe �le containing the centroids has the following format:kdf1;1 ... f1;d f1... ... ...fk;1 ... fk;d fkHere k is the number of classes and d is the dimension (length) of thevectors. The numbers fi;j are decimal numbers of format X.XXXXX (inthe range 0 : : : 1) and the numbers fi are decimal numbers of the formatX.XXXXXXXXXX (in the range 0 : : : 1). Numbers are separated by onespace. The lines are separated by a line feed.Example of the centroid �le format260.70000 0.67416 0.61866 0.69617 0.77512 0.72440 0.51025390620.28963 0.31057 0.36740 0.26570 0.18195 0.22732 0.4897460938
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4 Using BinClassThe BinClass software is designed to be machine independent, i.e. portable.We have written the program to conform with the ANSI-C standard as far aspossible. Standards do not cover visual programming. Macintosh, Windowsand X-Windows are all totally di�erent in architecture. Thus, we did notdevelop a graphical user interface (GUI) for BinClass. BinClass is used viathe command prompt, which is usually available in all systems. The generalformat of BinClass invocation is as follows:binclass command switches �le baseMost of the switches are optional and have default values.The following call gives a list of available commands:binclass helpand the following gives brief lists of available switches for the speci�ccommands.binclass command4.1 Classi�cation methods4.1.1 SC minimizer (GLA and Local Search)The classi�cation tool is the most complex part of the software. It usesAMOLS 1 [27] and GLA 2 [32, 17] algorithms to minimize the stochasticcomplexity [21].GLA assigns vectors of the input set to their classes in the classi�cationby a nearest neighbor rule (distance measure, error measure). There aresix alternatives implemented in BinClass that can be chosen with the com-mand line switch -f. These are: Hamming-distance to HMO, L1-distanceto centroid, L2-distance to centroid, Shannon-codelength, L1-distance withShannon-codelength and L2-distance with Shannon-codelength. The two lastvariants work by running �rst iterations with L1 or L2 and by �nishing withthe Shannon-codelength. This combined version works best in most casesbecause some numerical problems are avoided. Simple methods (Hamming-distance, L1-distance) are included for demonstration purposes.1Adaptive Multi-Operator Local Search2Generalized Lloyd Algorithm also known as GBL = Gray, Buzo, Linde and k-means31



The method to generate the initial centroids is chosen with switch -c fromamong �ve alternatives: purely randomized, statistically randomized (by theinput set), statistically coin tossed, random input vectors and initializationby the RPNN 3 [17] algorithm.Centroids are by default represented by oating point arithmetics, butthey can be rounded to 0,1 with the switch -R. This option is included todemonstrate that rounded centroids will result in much poorer classi�ca-tions [10].Search for the SC minimumThe main purpose of this tool is to �nd the SC minimum as a function ofthe number of classes. This is meant to be a two step process where we �rstapply GLA to �nd a region where this minimum probably lies, and then wecan apply more a powerful but more time-consuming local search for thatregion.The program generates various candidate classi�cations with GLA. Bydefault the candidate with least stochastic complexity is chosen. If the switch-C is chosen the program will instead select the candidate with least overallerror according to the metric chosen with switch -f.The classi�cation tool is used to �nd the optimal number of classes ac-cording to stochastic complexity. There are two methods for this purpose.The �rst one is to scan the range of classi�cations beginning with -bclasses and ending with -s classes. The number of candidates tried is de�nedwith switch -n. This is the faster but less intelligent method.The second method is the automatic SC-minimizer. The candidate clas-si�cations are inspected beginning with the one that has only one class,the method then proceeds by increasing number of classes until there is noenhancement in the value of stochastic complexity in -S steps. The classi�c-ations are then inspected further with a ping-pong algorithm.ping-pongStep 0. Let the minimum of stochastic complexityfound on �rst scan be SCk�Step 1. If there is a classi�cation with k < k� classessuch that SCk > SCk�1:try more candidates until SCk < SCk�1if SCk < SCk�,let SCk� = SCk and restartStep 2. If there is a classi�cation with k > k� classes suchthat SCk > SCk+1:3Randomized dairwise Nearest Neighbor32



try more candidates until SCk < SCk+1if SCk < SCk�,let SCk� = SCk and restartStep 3. Repeat Steps 1 and 2 until the conditions are not metTo ensure that the program stops, a safety value is needed, which isde�ned by the switch-F. Set the initial number of candidate classi�cationswith the switch -a. The automatic search usually yields better results andavoids bad local minima, but on the other hand the running times can bevery long. Finding the correct parameters is not very easy and requires sometest runs to see how the program behaves on a particular dataset.Some of the calculations in the program involves logarithms which are notvalid when the centroid value is 1 or 0. Thus, the value of the the centroidneeds to be �xed with a small constant �. The value of � can be set with theswitch -E. Normally the default value works well. Too small value of � canalso cause numerical problems.Instead of repeating GLA, we can use smarter techniques. One of theseis local search.Local Search SC minimizerThere are basically two ways to apply LS in BinClass. The �rst one is toutilize only one search operator by using the command line switches -r1 to-r6. Another alternative is to try all operators using command line switches-r7 or -r8. The iteration count of the LS algorithm is controlled by switch-j. Usually the number of iterations needed ranges from 100 to 5000. Theswitch -r8 chooses the adaptive version of the LS algorithm.command: classifyswitches-q quiet mode (no screen output)-EFF set epsilon to FF-nXX use non-automatic search with XX test candidates-aXX use automatic SC minimizer with at least XX test candidates-L�lename load initial centroids from the �le-l save (log) centroids-C choose partition by error metric instead of SC33



-R use rounded centroids-BFF test candidates until a better classi�cation is obtained in the nextstep according to the error measure (�rst error value will be FF)-bXX start with classi�cation into XX classes (default: 1)-sXX end with classi�cation into XX classes, 0 = automatic (default: 0)-SXX stop when no improvement in XX steps (default: 10) (valid only when-a set)-cX initial centroids: 1: purely random, 2: statistically random, 3: statist-ically coin tossed, 4: random input vectors (default), 5: initialize withRPNN algorithm-FX safety value (maximum number of candidates) (default: 500)-fX nearest neighbor rule 1: Hamming-distance (Gower), 2: L1-norm (MAE),3: L2-norm (MSE), 4: Shannon-codelength, 5: Hybrid L1+Shannon(default), 6: L2+Shannon-rX Initialize with MSE and perform Local Search with operator 1: Splitand Join v1, 2: Replace worst class, 3: Replace smallest class, 4: Ran-dom swap 5: Split and Join v2, 6: Class Move 7: Cycle all operators.Enhance result using GLA as set by -f1,2,3,4 8: As 7 but use all oper-ators adaptively-jX Local search iteration count to XX (default=50)-eX Empty cell (orphaned centroid) �x method 1. Replace by worst match,2. Replace by random vector 3. 1. + extra iteration (for -w only), 4.2. + extra iteration-w use class weighted version of Shannon-codelength-J use stochastic complexity with Je�rey's prior (11)inputs.data training set.header format �leoutputs.output log �le.centroids saved centroids if switch (-l) was set.partition best partition (classi�cation) found34



4.1.2 Joining (PNN+GLA)The module \join" has an implementation of the PNN + GLA -A, RPNN+ GLA [17] and SC-join -J algorithms. The SC-join algorithm does notinclude GLA. The PNN + GLA and RPNN + GLA algorithms use GLAafter the distance has dropped below the threshold value set by switch -T.The program continues joining classes until there is no decrease in the valueof the stochastic complexity. With big datasets which actually have a smallnumber of classes, this algorithm is slow, but is known to give good resultson certain type of datasets.command: joinglaswitches-q quiet mode (no screen output)-A use deterministic version (PNN instead of RPNN)-EFF set epsilon to FF-TFF GLA starting threshold-JXX Join with SC criterion until XX classes remaininputs.data data set.partition1 input partition if -J set.header format �leoutputs.output log �le.partition best partition (classi�cation) found.partition2 best partition (classi�cation) found, if -J set4.1.3 SplittingThe \split" module is an implementation of the Split+GLA [17] algorithm.It works just the opposite to the joining method. There are both randomizedand deterministic versions -A of the algorithm. Splitting is continued untilthere is no decrease in the value of SC in a prescribed number of steps -S. Thesplit method yields results very quickly and thus can be used to pre-screena dataset before the use of the automatic SC minimizer in the classi�cationmodule.command: splitglaswitches 35



-q quiet operation (no screen output)-A use the deterministic version-EFF set epsilon to FF-SXX stop until no improvement in XX steps (default: 10)inputs.data data set.header format �leoutputs.output log �le.partition best found partition (classi�cation)4.1.4 Mixture classi�cationThe mixture classi�cation module �rst generates a set classi�cations withthe EM-algorithm by using di�erent random initial values. The number ofclassi�cations is determined with switch -s and number of classes to be usedis determined with switch -k. Several characteristics for each classi�cationare calculated. These include the values of L, SC and number of well-�telements. A well-�t element is an element whose probability of belongingto class is over 0:995. In the next phase a�nities (40) (distances (39)) ofeach classi�cation to the best classi�cation by SC are calculated. In the �nalphase various statistical analyses are performed to calculated characteristics.command: mixtureswitches-q quiet operation (no screen output)-EFF set epsilon to FF-kXX perform tests for XX classes-sXX set the number of classi�cation to test to XXinputs.data data set.header format �leoutputs.output log �le.partition best found partition (classi�cation).result probability matrix (37)36



4.1.5 Cumulative classi�cationCumulative classi�cation [25, 26] has a totally di�erent preamble. It doesnot include iterative enhancement like GLA does. There are two methodsfor cumulative classi�cation implemented in BinClass, the SC method andthe Bayesian predictive method [24]. In the SC method vectors are assignedto their classes by SC and a new class is founded if it produces less SCthan assigning the vector to any class. The Bayesian predictive method isbased on more profound theory. It requires that the so-called delta value isset by switches -D or -d. Vectors are assigned to classes which predict thevector with the largest certainty. The delta value is related to the expectedfrequency of appearing new classes and thus a large delta tends to producemore classes than a small one. Goodness of the overall prediction is calledpredictive �t and de�ned by (35).In step 2 of the Bayesian predictive method we issue formula (32) de-scribed in section 2.2 in the step 2.2. formula (31) is used.In the SC method the condition of step 2 is determined if the input vectorx as its own class produces smaller value of the SC (de�ned by (10)) thanvector x assigned to any of the present classes. Similarly, in step 2.2 theclosest class cj is determined from the smallest value of the SC when x isassigned to a particular class.The outcome of the cumulative classi�cation is in the order in which thevectors in the input set are issued. BinClass by default issues the data inrandom order. Other options are ascending order by ID-strings -O (whichoften means chronological ordering) and preservation of the input set order-I, which allows for testing of particular orderings.The analysis tool invoked with switch -N runs cumulative classi�cationfor several di�erent orderings and calculates statistical information. Thenumber of samples taken from the cumulation history can be de�ned withswitch -s.command: cumulativeswitches-q no screen output (quiet mode)-O issue data in ascending order by ID-strings-I preserve the order of the input data set-S use SC instead of Bayesian predictive classi�er-sXX take XX samples of cumulation history37



-EFF set epsilon to FF-NXX run analysis for XX di�erent orderings-DFF �xed delta value of XX-dFF decreasing delta beginning from XXinputs.data input data set.header format �le.base partition containing the training set (optional)outputs.output log �le.partition resulting classi�cation.order input set in the order in which it was issued-N.output results of the analysis.partition1 best partition by PF.order1 corresponding order.partition2 worst partition by PF.order2 corresponding order4.2 Analysis of the results4.2.1 ReportingThe reporting tool generates a verbal version of the partition. The reportcan include the whole partition or condensed information of the classes. De-pending on the values of some parameters, certain statistical information isgiven.Without any parameters the program generates a list of the classes in-cluding the size, the number of di�erent names (species) HMO (2) and thecentroid (1). The switch -p6 adds a list of frequencies and count by di�erentname (species) on a per class basis. A list of vectors belonging to each classis given with switch -p3. Distances (3) and (13) between each vector andthe centroid are also printed in the listing after each vector.A list of frequencies (centroids/HMO) and a count of di�erent names isgenerated with switch -p2. A list of matches by vector (vectors listed inascending sorted order) is generated with switch -p4.A distance matrix can also be included with switch -p1. It is the net meandistance matrix between classes. Lines of the matrix (class neighborhood)can be included in the class list with switch -p5.38



If switch -d is set all decimal numbers are rounded and the output isgiven in 1/0 digital format. This gives a better image of HMO:s by name.With switch -p7 the programwill print out a probability matrix generatedby equation (36).command: reportswitches-q no screen output-d use rounded output 1/0 instead of decimal numbers-pX parameters 1: include distance matrix, 2: include frequencies byname, 3: include vectors, 4: list matches, 5: class neighborhood 6:name frequencies by class, 7: probability matrix 0: everythinginputs.partition the partition.header format �leoutputs.report report �le4.2.2 ComparisonThe comparison module generates a concordance matrix (38) as de�ned insection 2.4 of two partitions with respect to the input set. Both of thepartitions must contain all the vectors in the input set. Usually the inputset and partitions contain the same vectors.The concordance matrix can include absolute values (number of vectorsin class-wise intersection) or relative values (two percentages). The matrixcan also be opened in list format. The out-putted matrix has on automaticlayout so that it is printable on several sheets.The comparison module also computes the distance of these two partitionsas de�ned by (39) and (40).command: compareswitches-q quiet operation-M use ID-strings to match vectors (otherwise use codelength)-V1 output absolute values 39



-V2 output relative values-V3 output as list format alsoinputs.partition1 �rst partition for comparison.partition2 second partition for comparison.data set of vectors to be compared.header format �leoutputs.result result of comparison (concordance matrix)4.2.3 Bootstrap analysis for GLAThe bootstrap [6] module performs a statistical analysis on the GLA al-gorithm and the correlation coe�cient between stochastic complexity andthe distance of classi�cations [6].command: bootstrapswitches-q quiet mode-P save best partition-NXX generate XX partitions for analysis-KXX use XX classes-IXX run XX iterations of Monte-Carlo bootstrap-analysis-w use class weighted version of Shannon-codelength-J use stochastic complexity with Je�rey's prior (11)inputs.data input set.header format �leoutputs.bootstrap results of bootstrap analysis.partition best partition (if -P was set)40



4.2.4 TreesA partition as a classi�cation result does not have any hierarchical structure.Trees can be rendered from the classi�cations to analyze the classi�cationhierarchy and other details depending on the application-like taxonomic re-lationships.Trees rendered with BinClass are formed with the PNN algorithm usingfour alternative distance criteria. The Hellinger-distance (25) is a measurebetween the posterior probability distributions [24] of the classes. The av-erage minimum distance (17) is the net distance between the vectors of theclasses and is independent on the shapes of the classes. The SC-minimizingtree minimizes stochastic complexity stepwise [23]. The fourth alternative isto render a parsimonious tree, a tree minimizing criteria de�ned by (20).The output includes a human readable ASCII �le of the tree and a treede�nition �le which is compatible with the Phylip package. Later one can beused to generate a graphical version of the tree for documents.command: treeswitches-q no screen output (quiet mode)-H1 Hellinger-distance tree-H2 average minimum distance tree-H3 SC-minimizing tree-H4 parsimonious tree-J Use stochastic complexity with Je�rey's prior (11)inputs.partition partition �le from which the tree is rendered.header format �leoutputs.tree tree in readable ASCII format.tree�le Phylip compatible tree de�nition �le4.3 ToolsA few handy utilities are included in BinClass to prepare data for experi-ments. These include a data generator for generating training sets, which41



can be purely random or biased by Bernoulli-distributions of available parti-tion. The third generator picks random vectors from the given data set. Thepartition sorter sorts classes in a partition in size-wise order from largestto smallest, and the partition intersection module performs set operationsbetween two partitions.4.3.1 Calculate centroidsIf you didn't log centroids in the classi�cation or you have a classi�cationproduced elsewhere and need the centroids for the classi�cation tool to beused with the -L switch, you can use this module to calculate appropriatecentroids.command: centroidsswitches-q No output (quiet)inputs.partition any classi�cation in partition �le format.header format �leoutputs.centroids results4.3.2 Calculate SC functionThere is an option to save the centroids in a log �le in the classi�cationmodule to be used afterwards. This option was included mainly to regeneratethe other classi�cations (the best local minima for each k) part the SC-minimum. This module can take advantage of these saved centroids.It will recalculate the SC values (with uniform (10) and Je�rey's (11)prior), the Shannon-complexity and the average codelength. Note that thesame options (-f and -w) and the same input data set have to be used aswhen the centroids was saved to get the correct functions. The module willalso �t functions a=k + bk + c and a log(k) + bk + c in the minimum leastsquares (MLE) sense to the SC values. These functions have a similar shapeto the stochastic complexity as a function of k.command: functionswitches-EFF Set Epsilon to FF, must be below one (default: 0.001000)42



-fX Set error function 1: Hamming Distance (Gower), 2: L1 norm (MAE),3: L2 norm (MSE), 4: Shannon codelength, 5: L1+Codelength (De-fault), 6: L2+Codelength-w Use class-weighted codelength instead of basic one for (-f4,5,6,7)-q No output (quiet)inputs.centroids centroids saved with -l switch of theclassi�cation module.data input set.header format �leoutputs.output results4.3.3 Data generatorThe module generates random data sets or pseudo-data sets based on priorknowledge. The �rst option (-G1) is to generate completely random data.This option is included to demonstrate the optimal classi�cation by SC (10)for the completely random data in the classi�cation to one class only, i.e. thecompletely random source is unclassi�able.The second option (-G2) generates random data weighted by the centroidscalculated from the given classi�cation. Centroids are weighted by the sizesof the classes. The data set produced in this way demonstrates the factthat it might di�er statistically from the original (the one the classi�cationwas generated from), because clusters generated around the centroids haveuniform error, and this is not usually the case with the natural data.The last option (-G3) picks random vectors from the given data set.There is a sub-option (-u) not to place picked vectors back in the sourcedata set. This is reasonable only if the generated data set is smaller thanthe original. The statistical pro�le of the data set generated in this wayresembles the statistics of the original.command: generateswitches-q no screen output (quiet mode)-vXX generate XX vectors-GX data generator type 1: random, 2: Bernoulli-distributions, 3: samplerandom vectors 43



-u sample unique vectors with -G3inputs-G1.header format �le-G2.partition partition for calculation of distributions.header format �le-G3.data input �le from which the vectors are sampled.header format �leoutputs.generated generated data set-G3 + -u.generated1 sampled vectors.generated2 vectors which are left unsampled4.3.4 Sort partitionsClassi�ers excluding the cumulative classi�cation save the classes in the clas-si�cation (partition) �le in the descending order by size. Sometimes this isnecessary to sort the classes of the result of the cumulative classi�cation oranother classi�cation program. Thus, we included a simple and small utilityto sort the classes by their size.command: sortpartswitches-q No output (quiet)inputs.partition1 any classi�cation in partition �le format.header format �leoutputs.partition2 same classi�cation, classes appear nowin descending order by size4.3.5 Classi�cation intersectionsThe partition intersection module can perform intersection operations withtwo classi�cations. Generally the idea is to build a third classi�cation of twogiven classi�cations. The resulting classi�cation will contain only vectorssimilarly classi�ed by certain criteria. There are three versions. The �rst44



and the naive method is to include the vectors which are in both partitionsin the destination partition. The other two methods are to compute theminimal and the maximal intersection as de�ned in the section 2.4.There are also two analysis tools in this module. The �rst one performs(maximal) intersection operations iteratively to reduce the number of ele-ments in the test set. The �rst two classi�cations are generated with thelocal search algorithm from di�erent initial values, and their (maximal) in-tersection is computed. Then a new classi�cation is generated with the localsearch algorithm (again from di�erent random initial values), and it is in-tersected with the previous intersection result. This is repeated iterativelyuntil the number of elements no longer decreases or the iteration counterreaches 50. The purpose of this test is to �nd the most \stable" part of theclassi�cations [28]. This test makes sense only if the intersection operationis relatively independent of the order of the classi�cations given. However,this is not allways the situation, because our intersection operation is notassociative. This can be tested with the second analysis tool.command: intersectionswitches-q No output (quiet)-r Perform relative intersection operation-s Perform minimal intersection operation-m Perform maximal intersection operation-aXX Analyses data with the maximal intersection operation (use XXclasses)-AXX Analyses the stability of the maximal intersection operation (useXX classes)inputs.partition1 any classi�cation in partition �le format.partition2 any classi�cation in partition �le format.header format �leoutputs.partition the intersection of partitions of 1 and 2
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5 Compiling BinClassSource code distribution of the BinClass software consists of a collection of�les ending with .c and .h. Those �les include the source code of the programand they are needed to compile the program. You will also need a ANSI-Ccompatible C-compiler. GNU-CC is such a compiler and it is available forfor most systems for free. In the source code distribution package we haveincluded a suitable make�le for the most common target platforms. Becausewe have tried to be quite strict in the programming, there is a minimalnumber of machine-dependent features. The program consists of roughly16000 lines of code, but should compile quickly (in one minute on a standardmodern computer).System Compiler CPU2 GNU 3Linux GNU Intel x861OSF1 / Digital UNIX V4.0 Digital Alpha EV5OSF1 / Digital UNIX V4.0 GNU Alpha EV5IRIX SGI MIPS R10000Windows NT / Windows 9X Borland Intel x861Windows NT GNU Intel x861Amiga OS 4 SAS Motorola 680x051 All 32-bit Intel 486 compatible CPUs including AMD, Cyrix2 no system-dependent options3 no CPU-dependent options4 version 2.0 or newer is required5 FPU is requiredTable 1: The list of the make�les included in the distribution archiveThere are some requirements in the target environment. First of all, typedouble (double precision oating point numbers) must be at least 64-bit long.Otherwise some computations will either lead to failure or too small accuracy.In non-UNIX systems the function lgamma (logarithm of gamma) might notbe present, and therefore we wrote such a function into the program. If youknow that this function is not found on your system, although it is a UNIXsystem, you should de�ne USE CUSTOM GAMMA in the �le \dep.h".
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